Insure My Investing Future
Presented by Investing Skills & Education and
Stock Market Training.ie

Seminars Nation-Wide.
Just €50 including Refreshments & Lunch. 10am – 4pm.






A One Day
Introductory
Seminar – with a
FREE ‘Tricks of
the Rich’ book to
all attendees.

Lessons from the Crash -Protecting your Portfolio - Insure My Shares.
Today’s Chart Indicators and Current Opportunities - Rising Fallen Angels.
Packing your Investing -Your Future is Now -Tricks & Tactics to Maximise your Investing.
Self Investing Ladies – Education & Skills - Knowledge to Profits.
TradeMonster – The Thinking Online Trading Platform - $5 Share Trades - 50c Option Trades.

Seminar Speakers and Presenters:
Pat Lynch -

is a qualified accountant and has served in senior management roles within multinational companies prior to starting
his own laundry business in 1998. He holds an MBA from the Open University. Since then he has spent a significant
amount of time learning to invest in the Stock Market and being a successful investor. Building, growing and selling
businesses can be very profitable but can be risky. Pat started a specialised laundry in Cork in 1998 after he was
made redundant as a result of the closure of Seagate in Clonmel. He subsequently sold the laundry in 2001. He then
invested some of the proceeds into high potential start up companies requiring seed funding. “I usually look at the
individual as well as the business they are in. It is important that we can work together” I usually take a seat on the
board and provide some management advice. Pat uses the stock market to make enough to secure an income as well as

valuable future assets. His expertise is in reading stock charts for indications of developing opportunities and the applying
appropriate strategies to maximise profits and minimize risk.

Kevin Flynn -

is a founding member of Investing Skills & Education Ltd. He has been investing in the stock market
since 1995. Starting in a small way he has built himself into a consistent investor. From Shares, Options, ETF’s & Forex to
Wines, Art, Gold & Business he is constantly analysing opportunities, often investing on a weekly basis.
His message is simple: “If the economic crash has a single lesson it is that we cannot rely on weekly cashflows or incomes to
survive financially long-term. Acquiring the knowledge and skills to independently understand our own investments and
building them consistently is now a key ingredient to securing our investing future.” Kevin Flynn is Executive Director of
Investing Skills & Education Ltd as well as involvement in running retail shops and other business’. Kevin believes strongly
that today the successful investor must start with maximising incomes by minimising taxes and only invest in realistic and
logical opportunities. One mans trash is another mans treasure – the difference is simply the application of knowledge.

Roisin McBride - started investing in shares at the tender age of 15. She was an accomplished trader even before she went to College. Roisin
graduated with a first class Honours Degree in Finance and Investments in 2007 and completed her Masters Degree in 2008.
She was also assistant to Dr. J. the famous investor and analyst in the US for six months and truly understands what it takes to
be successful in shares and options. Roisin is passionate about teaching women to invest and operates the “Self Investing
Ladies” program within Investing Skills & Education and is always glad to expand the membership. Roisin’s trading style is very
disciplined and effective. She has an uncanny way of making the Stock Market easy to understand for her followers and delights
in their success stories. Today she invests successfully in shares and options for the long-term as well as day-trading where
short-term profits present themselves. She also teaches these strategies as well as coaching investors on how best to apply this
education in order to generate an income with minimal risk.

Paul Overy -

author of the best selling books The Tricks of the Rich and The Tactics of the Rich delivers Financial Coaching. Paul has worked in
the financial services industry since leaving school in 1980, but in the latter years has been a major critic of the manner in
which financial advice is imparted in Ireland. With recent Irish Government statistics showing that 93% + of Irish retirees are
State Dependent “it is”, Paul says, “hard to argue that we have a functioning financial advice system”. Most of what passes for
financial advice in Ireland would be better described as Product Selling. Products (Mortgages & Loans, Pensions and Savings
Plans, Life & Health Insurance…etc) are all sold to the buying public with the profitability of the financial institution already
enshrined within the terms and conditions, placing the profitability of the buyer in necessarily no better than second place.
What this means is that a “conflict of interest” exists between the buyer and the seller, and when a conflict of interest exists,
one party WINS and one, relatively speaking, LOSES. The recent economic meltdown, where massive amounts of tax payer’s
money has been handed over to failing financial institutions, along with the end result for 93% + of Irish retirees tells us clearly
who are the WINNERS and who are the LOSERS where this “conflict” is concerned. Paul teaches investors how to avoid
these nightmares and using a Forensic Financial Audit identifies the positives and negatives to their investing future.

To reserve your place(s) please email: theinvestorsclinic@iseinvest.com

or Tel: 086 604 2204 or 01 685 5026 – Places Limited, please book early.

